Workshop at Tulsa a success

Written by Peter Hoyt

On April 25, 2014, Dr. Peter Hoyt presented a short Workshop on Genome assembly to an overflowing group of students and Faculty at Tulsa Community College. The Workshop was arranged by Dr. Diana Spencer, with help from John Mosher, and Tandy's George Louthan. The exercises used the resources of the new Tandy Supercomputing Center in Tulsa. Dr. Joshua Orvis, (U. of MD, Johns Hopkins, MIT) our esteemed friend and colleague presented on basic linux commands, as well as Genome Annotation methods.

If you would like to view Dr. Hoyt's exercise you can find it at: http://portal.tandysupercomputing.org/display/desktop/Workshop+-+Genome+Assembly+Hands-on

The event was a success, as the real intention was to introduce users to the Tandy resources, and demonstrate what is possible with supercomputing infrastructure!